We show that a necessary condition for
I. INTRODUCTION
A bent function is a Boolean function with even number of variables whose Walsh transform has a constant magnitude [1] . In coding context, it is a coset of the first order Reed-Muller code with the largest minimum weight [2] . In other words, a bent function has a maximum distance from a linear function, so it is maximally nonlinear. For the maximum nonlinearity, bent functions have been paid a lot of attention to by researchers for cryptographic applications, see [3] - [7] . Moreover, the maximum nonlinearity corresponds to the minimized maximum correlation with a trace function. Thus, bent functions also have many applications in algebraic coding and sequence design [2] [8] .
In [9] and [10] , Khoo . For odd I , they derived some conditions that P R Q 5 S T with three or four trace terms are semi-bent. Then, they derived several constructions of semi-bent functions with higher degree from semi-bent functions for even I in (1) , and bent functions with higher degree from semi-bent functions for odd I in (1) .
In this paper, we consider a case of even I . Note that P & Q S T given by (1) for even I is not bent for any choices of h d u w r [3] . Surprisingly, we found that a necessary condition for bent functions with such a construction is given by 
Using this condition, we construct all bent functions of (2) for special cases of I . In addition,
we show that the bent functions can be used for obtaining a bent function with high degree by applying a recursive construction. 3 This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we will give some preliminaries on concepts and definitions which will be used throughout the paper. In Section III, we show a necessary 
In an equivalent polynomial function P R Q 5 S T from w r W to w r , its Hadamard transform is defined
functions exist only for even I . For example, the following polynomial function P R Q 5 S T corresponds to a quadratic bent function.
C. Cyclotomic polynomials
A polynomial whose roots are the field elements of order A cyclotomic polynomial is irreducible over integer ring , but it may not be irreducible over w r . Throughout the whole paper, we will consider the cyclotomic polynomial over w r . We list several useful properties on factorizations of & $ # Q S T over w r without proofs. For more details, see [13] , [14] and [15] . , is given by
is the number of non-bent functions.
Proof: From Theorem 1 and Corollary 1,
there exists a root
Thus, h 
From (10) and (11), 
From the comparison of (17) and (18), we have
Thus, for the non-bent case, the entries of Step 2 Applying Pascal, Pasalic and Tavernier's recursive process, we present an iterative procedure to construct a bent function with maximum degree by using quadratic bent functions constructed here.
